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1 Hybrid Vehicles　 

1. 1. Introduction
Demand for vehicles with better fuel efficiency and 

cleaner exhaust emissions is growing in light of environ-
mental problems such as air pollution and global warm-
ing. Automakers have been selecting hybrid electric ve-
hicles (HEVs), which combine an internal combustion 
engine and electric motors, as one way of improving fuel 
efficiency. There has also been an increase in the num-
ber of plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs), which allow ex-
ternal charging of the on-board battery that powers the 
electric motors. This section 1 describes recent trends 
seen in HEVs and PHEVs.
1. 2. Popularization of HEVs in Japan
Figure 1 shows that the number of HEVs and PHEVs 

on the roads in Japan is increasing year after year. In 
2014 the number of HEVs (passenger vehicles) on the 
road in Japan, not including mini-vehicles, increased by 
nearly 800,000 vehicles compared to the previous year to 
reach approximately 4.6 million vehicles (12% of the total 
number of passenger vehicles (approximately 39.49 mil-
lion)). The number of PHEV (passenger vehicles) on the 
road in Japan has also continued to increase since 2011, 
and had reached approximately 45,000 vehicles in 2014. 
In addition, the number of HEVs (mini vehicles) on the 
road in Japan increased significantly in 2014 following 
the introduction of vehicles that employ a mild hybrid 
system, and now stands at approximately 55,000 vehicles. 
This number is expected to increase in the future as au-
tomakers continue to expand their line-up of PHEVs.
1. 3.  New HEVs announced and launched in Japan in 

2015
Table 1 lists the HEVs and PHEVs announced and 

launched in Japan in 2015 according to the month of re-
lease. The main trends were as follows.
In January, Toyota Motor Corporation launched the 

Alphard and Vellfire hybrid models. The drivetrain of 

these vehicles is an electric AWD system (E-Four) con-
sisting of a rear motor that provides drive to the rear 
wheels that is independent of the front motor. Fuel econ-
omy is 19.4 km/L (under the JC08 test cycle)(2).
In February, the Jade and Legend hybrid vehicles 

were launched by Honda Motor Company. The Jade is 
equipped with the Sport Hybrid i-DCD that features a 1.5 
L direct-injection engine, a 7-speed dual clutch transmis-
sion (DCT), and an electric motor(3). The Legend is 
equipped with the world’s first 3-motor hybrid system. 
The front of the vehicle is equipped with a V6 3.5 L di-
rect-injection engine and a 7-speed DCT with integrated 
motor, while the rear is equipped with the Twin Motor 
Unit (TMU), which contains two electric motors. In re-
sponse to driver inputs and driving conditions, the hy-
brid system continuously automatically switches between 
the most energy-efficient driving mode among EV drive, 
hybrid drive, and engine drive, while making the optimal 
choice of front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, or four-
wheel drive. The two motors on the rear axle allow 
torque vectoring that provides independent control of 
driving force and deceleration for the left and right rear 
wheels.
In May, the X-Trail from Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. went 
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on sale. The hybrid system of this vehicle features intelli-
gent dual-clutch control (a system composed of one mo-
tor and two clutches)(4). In the same month, Suzuki Motor 
Corporation released the Hustler, Spacia, and Spacia Cus-
tom, which are all equipped with its mild hybrid system 
(S-Enecharge) that features an electrical generator with a 
motor function. This generator is called the ISG (inte-
grated starter generator)(5). The Shuttle hybrid from 
Honda Motor Company that also features the Sport Hy-

brid i-DCD also went on sale(3). Finally, the Flair Cross-
over and Flair Wagon vehicles were released by Mazda 
Motor Corporation. These vehicles also feature the S-En-
echarge mild hybrid system(6).
In July, Toyota Motor Corporation released the Sienta, 

which is equipped with a 1.5 L compact hybrid system 
(THS II with reduction gear)(2).
In August, Suzuki Motor Corporation released the So-

lio and Solio Bandit. These vehicles are equipped with 

Table 1  Main Hybrid Electric Vehicles Launched in Japan in 2015（2）─（14）

Date announced/went on sale 2015/1/26 2015/2/13 2015/2/20 2015/5/13 2015/5/13

Name of company Toyota Motor Corporation Honda Motor Company Honda Motor Company Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Suzuki Motor Corporation

Name of vehicle Alphard/
Vellfi re Hybrid

Jade Hybrid Legend Hybrid X-Trail Hybrid Hustler
S-Enecharge

Type of hybrid system Series / Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Drivetrain Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive

Fuel economy (JC08 test cycle, km/L) 19.4 25.0 16.8 20.6 32.0

Engine Model 2AR-FXE LEB JNB MR20DD R06A

Displacement (cc) 2 493 1 496 3 471 1 997 658

Output (kW) 112 96 231 108 38

Motor Type AC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor DC synchronous motor

Output (kW) Front 105 / Rear 50 22 Front 33 / Rear 27× 2 30 1.6

Battery Type Nickel-metal hydride Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion

Capacity (kWh) ─ 0.86 1.3 ─ 0 .04

Date announced/went on sale 2015/5/14 2015/5/15 2015/5/19 2015/5/28 2015/7/9

Name of company Mazda Motor Corporation Honda Motor Company Suzuki Motor Corporation Mazda Motor Corporation Toyota Motor Corporation

Name of vehicle Flair Crossover 
S-Enecharge

Shuttle Hybrid Spacia /
Spacia Custom 
S-Enecharge

Flair Wagon 
S-Enecharge

Sienta Hybrid

Type of hybrid system Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Series / Parallel
(HEV)

Drivetrain Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive

Fuel economy (JC08 test cycle, km/L) 32.0 34.0 30.6 30.6 27.2

Engine Model R06A LEB R06A R06A 1NZ-FXE

Displacement (cc) 658 1 496 658 658 1 496

Output (kW) 38 81 38 38 54

Motor Type DC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor DC synchronous motor DC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor

Output (kW) 1.6 22 1.6 1.6 45

Battery Type Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Nickel-metal hydride

Capacity (kWh) 0.04 0.86 0.04 0.04 0.9
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the same S-Enecharge mild hybrid system as other Su-
zuki vehicles, but the motor output is higher than that in 
the systems equipped on those other mini vehicles(5).
In October, Subaru released its Impreza hybrid. This 

vehicle features a parallel hybrid system in which the 
transmission (Lineartronic CVT) is placed between the 
engine and the motor. In addition, the electric motor has 

been neatly integrated into the vehicle’s transmission(9). 
In the same month the RX450h from Lexus also went on 
sale. The lineup features both front-wheel drive and four-
wheel drive versions, and the four-wheel drive version is 
equipped with the previously mentioned E-Four drive-
train(10).
In December, a new version of the Prius was released 

Table 1  Main Hybrid Electric Vehicles Launched in Japan in 2015（2）─（14）(continued).

Date announced/went on sale 2015/8/26 2015/9/8 2015/9/8 2015/10/14 2015/10/22

Name of company Suzuki Motor Corporation BMW VW Subaru LEXUS

Name of vehicle Solio/Solio Bandit 
Hybrid

X5 xDrive40e Golf GTE Impreza
Sport Hybrid

RX450h

Type of hybrid system Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(PHEV)

Series / Parallel
(PHEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Series / Parallel
(HEV)

Drivetrain Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Four-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive

Fuel economy (JC08 test cycle, km/L) 27.8 13.8 23.8 20.4 18.8

Engine Model K12 C N57D30A CUK FB20 2GR-FXS

Displacement (cc) 1 242 2 992 1 394 1 995 3 456

Output (kW) 67 190 110 110 193

Motor Type DC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor

Output (kW) 2.3 83 80 10 Front 123 / Rear 50

Battery Type Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Nickel-metal hydride Nickel-metal hydride

Capacity (kWh) 0.04 9.2 8.7 0.6 ─

Date announced/went on sale 2015/11/12 2015/12/1 2015/12/1 2015/12/4 2015/12/17

Name of company Audi Toyota Motor Corporation Hino Motors, Ltd. Mercedes-Benz Mitsubishi Motors Corporation

Name of vehicle A3 Sportback e-tron Prius Blue Ribbon Hybrid C350e/350eL Delica D:2

Type of hybrid system Parallel
(PHEV)

Series / Parallel
(HEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Series / Parallel
(PHEV)

Parallel
(HEV)

Drivetrain Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive Rear-wheel drive Rear-wheel drive Front-wheel drive / Four-wheel drive

Fuel economy (JC08 test cycle, km/L) 23.3 40.8 5.1 17.2 27.8

Engine Model CUK 2ZR-FXE A05C-K1 274 K12C

Displacement (cc) 1 394 1 797 5 123 1 991 1 242

Output (kW) 110 72 184 155 67

Motor Type AC synchronous motor Front: AC synchro-
nous motor / 

Rear: Induction motor

AC synchronous motor AC synchronous motor DC synchronous motor

Output (kW) 55 Front 53 / Rear 5.3 90 60 2.3

Battery Type Lithium-ion Nickel-metal hydride 
/ Lithium-ion

Nickel-metal hydride Lithium-ion Lithium-ion

Capacity (kWh) 8.7 0.75 ─ 6.38 0.04
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by Toyota Motor Corporation. For the first time, the ve-
hicle is equipped with a drivetrain that features four-
wheel drive (HV4WD) in addition to front-wheel drive. 
The Toyota E-Four conventional four-wheel drive sys-
tem for hybrid vehicles is composed of three indepen-
dent drive shafts: the motor drive shaft, the reduction 
gear drive shaft, and the differential gear drive shaft. 
However, in the newly designed HV4WD system the 
drive shafts for the motor and the reduction gear have 
been integrated into one so that the system now consists 
of two drive shafts, successfully reducing its mass and 
size by approximately 75% compared to the previous 
system. Figure 2 shows how the design of this new hy-
brid system made it more compact and optimized the 
positioning of the component parts(2).
The same month Hino Motors, Ltd. released its Blue 

Ribbon hybrid bus. This vehicle uses a parallel hybrid 
system where the clutch is placed between the engine 
and the motor, which not only increased the efficiency of 
the regenerative braking, but also made it possible to 
start off using only the electric motor (however, the en-
gine is still idling)(12). In addition, Mitsubishi Motors Cor-
poration released the Delica D:2, which is equipped with 
the same mild hybrid system as the Suzuki Solio(14).
Among imported hybrid vehicles from non-Japanese 

manufacturers, BMW launched the X5 xDrive40e, a 
PHEV, in September. This hybrid vehicle combines the 
plug-in hybrid technology (eDrive technology) adopted 
on the i8 vehicle with the xDrive system of the X5 vehi-
cle. The cruising range using only external electric pow-
er as its energy source (converted EV running distance) 

is 30.8 km and its fuel consumption is 13.8 km/L (in JC08 
mode)(7). The same month VW also launched a PHEV of 
its own, the Golf GTE. This is the first PHEV from VW 
and its hybrid system places the motor between the 1.4 
L TSI engine and the 6-speed direct shift gear box (DSG), 
which has been integrated with the electric motor into a 
single unit. The converted EV running distance is 53.1 
km, and fuel consumption is 23.8 km/L (in JC08 mode)(8).
In November, Audi released a PHEV called the A3 

Sportback e-tron. The hybrid system in this vehicle uses 
the same solution as the one in the Golf GTE and has a 
system output of 150 kW, a converted EV running dis-
tance of 52.8 km, and a fuel consumption of 23.3 km/L (in 
JC08 mode)(11). In December, Mercedes-Benz launched 
two PHEVs, the C350e and the C350eL. In the hybrid 
systems installed on these vehicles, the electric motor 
has been placed between the engine and the transmis-
sion and a clutch has been added between the motor and 
the engine, which makes it possible to drive the vehicle 
using only the motor. The system output is 205 kW, the 
converted EV running distance is 25.4 km, and the fuel 
consumption is 17.2 km/L (in JC08 mode)(13).
1. 4. Trends in standardization
ISO/TC22 (Road vehicles)/SC37 (Electrically-propelled 

vehicles) is the committee carrying out the standardiza-
tion activities for general vehicles that are powered by 
electricity (electrically-propelled road vehicles), including 
HEVs, fuel cell vehicles (FCEVs), and battery electric ve-
hicles (BEVs). The main trend in the committee has been 
the revisions to ISO 6469-1 (Safety specifications for the 
on-board rechargeable energy storage system (RESS)), 
ISO 6469-2 (Vehicle operational safety means and protec-
tion against failures), and ISO 6469-3 (Protection of per-
sons against electric shock), standards concerning the 
safety of electrically-propelled road vehicles during nor-
mal use, started in 2014 in WG1, the group in charge of 
safety. In regard to electrical safety issues, high voltage 
has been divided into two classifications, a new proposal 
to reduce the required protections for parts with low 
voltages is now being discussed. In addition, ISO 6469-4 
(Post-crash electrical safety) was formally issued as an in-
ternational standard (IS) in September 2015.
In contrast, WG2, the group responsible for perfor-

mance and energy consumption, is currently discussing 
the method for determining the power output of HEV 
systems (ISO/WD20762) so that they can be compared 
easily to the power outputs of engines in internal com-

Fig. 2  The Toyota four-wheel drive system for HEVs.（2）
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bustion vehicles, which are measured with existing inter-
national standards and criteria. The aim is to issue this 
standard as a formal IS sometime in 2018. ISO 23274-1 
(revised), the standard for vehicles without an external 
charging function, was issued on January 13, 2013 and 
ISO 23274-2, the standard for vehicles with an external 

charging function, was issued on July 26, 2012. In addi-
tion, ISO/TR (Technical Report) 11955 (Guidelines for 
charge balance measurement) was also issued in October 
2008 as the guidelines for the fuel consumption testing 
methods.

Fig. 3  Trends in the Number of EVs on the Road in Japan (as of the end of March each year)（16）
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Table 2  Specifi cations of Main EVs Sold in Japan in 2015（19）（20）

Manufacturer Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Mitsubishi Motors Corporation Mitsubishi Motors Corporation Mitsubishi Motors Corporation

Name of vehicle e-NV200 LEAF i-MiEV M/X MINICAB-MiEV 
VAN

MINICAB-MiEV 
TRUCK

External appearance

Length× width× height 
[mm]

4 560×1 755×
1 855/1 850

4 445×1 770×1 550 3 395×1 475×1 610 3 395×1 475×
1 915 /1 810

3 395×1 475×1 820

Occupant capacity Van: 2/5
Wagon: 5/7

5 4 2（4） 2

AC power consumption rate [Wh/km] 142 114/117 110 125 120

Cruising range on a single 
charge*1 [km]

Van: 190/188
Wagon: 188/185

228/280 120/180 100/150 110

Battery 
for drive 
power

Type Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion Lithium-ion

Total voltage [V] 360 360 270/330 270/330 270

Total amount of power [kWh] 24 24/30 10.5/16 10.5/16 10.5

Motor Rated output [kW] 70 70 30 25 25

Max. output [kW] 80 80 30/47 30 30

Max. torque [N･m] 254 254 160 160 196

Charg-
ing time

Normal [h] 8（200 V）＊2 8/11（200 V）＊2 4.5/7（200 V）＊2 4.5/7（200 V）＊2 4.5（200 V）＊2

Fast [min] Approx. 30（80 %） Approx. 30（80 %） Approx. 15（80 %）/
Approx. 30（80 %）

Approx. 15（80 %）/
Approx. 35（80 %）

Approx. 15（80 %）

Price including tax [10 ,000 
yen]

Van: 388.044～
Wagon: 462.456～

280.368～/319.788～ 226.152～/283.824～ 179.928～/242.892～ 158.22～

＊1 : JC08 mode   ＊2 : Can also be charged with 100 V
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2 Electric Vehicles　 

2. 1. Introduction
Since electric vehicles (EVs) produce few greenhouse 

gas emissions over their life cycles(15), they have been 
garnering a lot of attention next-generation environmen-
tally friendly vehicles. Mass production EV models 
equipped with lithium-ion batteries have been available 
since 2009, but the number of EVs on the roads remains 
less than 100,000 vehicles(16). Reasons for this include bat-
tery charging time, cruising range, the charging infra-
structure in Japan, and the price of the vehicles. Howev-
er, improvements in cruising range, an increase in the 
number of charging stations, and revised vehicle prices, 
along with subsidies offered for the purchase of EVs and 
battery chargers by the Japanese government and some 
municipal governments, are contributing to efforts to in-
crease EV popularity and ownership. This section de-
scribes the current state of EV use in Japan, as well as 
the recent trends in research and development, the EV 
infrastructure, and standardization.
2. 2.  Extent of EV Use and Efforts to Increase 

Popularization
2. 2. 1. Market introduction and sales
Figure 3 shows the change in the number of EVs on 

the roads in Japan(16). The number of EVs on the roads in 
Japan continued to decrease until March 2010, remained 
below 1,000 vehicles, but started to increase steadily af-
ter Mitsubishi Motors Corporation released the i-MiEV 
and Fuji Heavy Industries released the Subaru Plug-in 
Stella in 2009 and Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. released the 
LEAF in 2010, reaching 53,373 vehicles at the end of the 
2015 fiscal year.
No new EVs were released in Japan in 2015, but Mit-

subishi Motors Corporation made some modifications and 
improvements to its Minicab MiEV van and Minicab 
MiEV truck in July 2015. In addition to making a fast 
charging function standard equipment on all vehicle 
model grades, the price of the base Minicab MiEV van 
was reduced by about 240,000 yen, while that of the 
Minicab MiEV truck was reduced by about 120,000 
yen(17).
In November 2015, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. made some 

minor changes and improvements to its LEAF EV. A 
new model grade with a cruising range improved from 
228 km to 280 km (both in JC08 mode) was added. In ad-
dition, all model grades now come with emergency (auto-

matic) brakes and lane departure warning (LDW) as 
standard equipment. The navigation system was also up-
graded with new functions, such as automatic updates 
about the locations of nearby charging stations(18).
Table 2 shows the specifications of the main EVs sold 

by automobile manufacturers in 2015(19)(20).
2. 2. 2.  Japanese government initiatives to promote 

EV popularization
In November 2014, the Japanese Ministry of Economy, 

Trade and Industry (METI) announced the 2014 Auto-
mobile Industry Strategy(21), which set EV and PHEV 
Japanese passenger vehicle market share targets of 15% 
to 20% of the by 2020 and 20% to 30% by 2030. Other ini-
tiatives encourage greater EV adoption included ear-
marks in the FY 2014 supplementary budget of 10 billion 
yen to subsidize the cost of introducing clean energy ve-
hicles through incentives on the purchase of EVs, and of 
30 billion yen to subsidize the costs associated with the 
EV charging infrastructure and to help cover the cost of 
an EV highway usage survey(22). The Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure Transport and Tourism (MLIT) is carry-
ing out a program to make regional transportation more 
environmentally friendly, which provides targeted sup-
port to automobile and transportation businesses to in-
duce the adoption of electric buses, taxis, and trucks(23). 
In 2015, six businesses making use of EV taxis were se-
lected to receive support.
2. 2. 3.  Initiatives to promote greater EV adoption by 

private citizens
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. announced on June 3, 2015 that 

it had signed a cooperative agreement to construct an 
EV dissemination model with Yokosuka City(24). The two 
parties pledge to develop and maintain an EV recharg-
ing environment that is the best in Japan and makes it 
possible to recharge EVs anywhere, to implement pio-
neering EV popularization measures that will serve as 
benchmarks for others in their role as the best EV pro-
ducing municipality in Japan, and to publicize their best 
in Japan model for new urban development that focuses 
on EVs.
2. 3. Trends in EV research and development
2. 3. 1. Vehicles and batteries
The cells in the battery of the LEAF EV from Nissan 

Motor Co., Ltd. have been improved to achieve higher 
capacity, lower resistance, and better safety. In addition, 
the number of cells in a single module has been changed 
from the conventional 4-cell module (2 parallel, 2 in-series) 
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to an 8-cell module (2 parallel, 4 in-series). Furthermore, 
the charging and discharging usage range was expanded 
by optimizing the measurement accuracy error tolerance 
and calculation error tolerance of the various battery 
sensors. These battery improvements extended the 
cruising range of the vehicle from 228 km to 280 km 
without changing the shape of the battery pack(25).
The lithium-ion batteries used in EVs degrade over 

time due to usage, and this affects cruising distance and 
power output, leading to reports concerning the degrada-
tion mechanism when the batteries are stored(26) and var-
ious degradation analysis methods that included actual 
vehicle usage(27).
2. 3. 2. Demonstration projects
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation announced on July 10, 

2015 that it would begin a joint demonstration project 
for utilizing used lithium-ion batteries from electric-pow-
ered vehicles. The project will be executed in partner-
ship with Mitsubishi Corporation, Electricité de France 
(EDF), Forsee Power, and PSA Peugeot Citroën(28). The 

purpose of the project is to demonstrate efficient and ec-
onomically feasible energy management practices based 
on the optimization of electricity storage, charging, and 
generation technology with respect to existing demand.
On September 2, 2015, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. an-

nounced that its e-NV200 EV van would be equipped 
with an electrical outlet that will allow the vehicle bat-
tery to supply a maximum of 1,500 W of electric power 
to other outdoor electric devices. It was also announced 
that any Japanese municipalities that developed exam-

Fig. 5  Examples of Large-scale Normal Charger Installa-
tions (Left: Suburban large-scale commercial 
facility, Right: Metered parking lot).

Fig. 4  Cumulative Number of Installed Chargers for EVs in Japan（33）（34）. 
(However, fast chargers are limited to only those that received CHAdeMO certification（32）.)
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Fig. 6  Porsche Turbo Charging Concept（38）

Fig. 7  Road Test of Battery-less EV Using a Tire-based Electric Power Collection Method（42）
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ples of how the e-NV200 could be used in a variety of dif-
ferent situations would be able to borrow the vehicle for 
3 years free of charge(29). This promotional endeavor is 
looking to amass numerous examples of how people can 
take advantage of the capabilities of the e-NV200 and 
then deploy these potential uses nationwide in Japan in 
an eff ort to further promote the adoption of EVs.
On October 21, 2015, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. and the 

Japan-based trading company Kanematsu Corporation 
announced that the two companies have been offi  cially 
selected by the New Energy Industrial Technology and 
Development Organization (NEDO) to analyze electric 
vehicle use patterns in Northern California. The project 
will seek to encourage the use of electric vehicles for lon-
ger distances and inter-city driving by installing and 
maintaining multiple fast chargers along specifi c inter-
city routes(30). Nissan’s role in the project will be to install 
and operate the fast chargers and analyze any resulting 
changes in EV use. Kanematsu will provide real-time in-
formation services to EV users, as well as investigate po-
tential business applications for real-time data and big 
data relating to EVs and EV charging systems. The proj-
ect ultimately aims to create a concrete model to pro-
mote more extensive use of electric vehicles in California 
and beyond.
On October 19, 2015, Honda Motor Co., Ltd. announced 

plans to begin real-world demonstration testing of EV 
charging technologies in the Republic of the Marshall Is-
lands. With support from METI, the testing will be con-
ducted jointly with the government of the Marshall Is-
lands and use Honda’s electric vehicle, the Fit EV, and 
its solar power-ready AC normal charger, the Honda 
Power Charger, to evaluate the potential of widespread 
use of electric mobility products and of establishing a 
charging infrastructure. The testing will seek to fi nd so-
lutions to issues facing that country, such as energy in-
dependence(31).
The above examples illustrate how research and de-

velopment conducted to extend EV cruising range, is be-
ing complemented by numerous other activities encom-
passing EVs, including vehicle battery, new ways to use 
EVs, and the infrastructure.
2. 4. Charging infrastructure
The Japanese government and automotive industry 

groups are proposing various policies to promote the 
spread of the charging infrastructure for EVs and 
PHEVs. The following sections will touch on the state of 

charging infrastructure development, the measures be-
ing used to promote this development, and technological 
trends.
2. 4. 1. Current progress
Figure 4 shows the cumulative number of rapid and 

normal chargers (in this article, a charger with an output 
of less than 10 kW) already installed in Japan. The signif-
icant growth in the number of installed normal chargers 
between September and December 2014 is due to a peri-
od of rapid progress in the installation of normal char-
gers by municipalities and stores overlapping with the 
period when the installation of 125 chargers Tokyo Mid-
town, the largest such installation in Japan at that time, 
was announced. The large increase in the number of nor-
mal chargers also recorded between September and De-
cember 2015 is attributed to the continuation of intensive 
charger installation at large-scale commercial facilities 
(Fig. 5). Similarly, the number of installed fast chargers 
recorded a signifi cant increase between March and June 
2015, and the promotion of fast charger installation at 
convenience stores throughout Japan is thought to have 
contributed to this result.
2. 4. 2. EV and PHEV Road Map
According to the report released by the Study Group 

on the Road Map for EVs and PHEVs in March 2016(35), 
some progress has been made in installing fast chargers 
(for en route charging), but there is still a need to deal 
with the remaining blank areas not covered by fast char-
gers, and to promote additional development and installa-
tion based on optimal charger placement. In terms of 
normal chargers (charging at destinations), public and 
private sectors initiatives to promote further installation 
will remain a prerequisite for the foreseeable future if 
the goal is to have 1 million EVs and PHEVs on the road 
in Japan by the year 2020 (accounting for approximately 
1.5% of all passenger vehicle ownership). Furthermore, if 
a total of 20,000 normal chargers (including those already 
installed) are set up at locations such as large-scale com-
mercial facilities and lodging facilities by 2020, then this 

Fig. 8  Honda CLARITY FUEL CELL（46）
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will make a major contribution to improving the conve-
nience of EVs and PHEVs.
2. 4. 3. Increasing charger output
Automobile manufacturers, battery charger manufac-

turers, and the CHAdeMO Association are all investigat-
ing the best way to develop high-output fast chargers 
that exceed 50 kW to further extend the cruising range 
of EVs and PHEVs (35). Leading the way is the Super-
charger from Tesla Motors, Inc. of the U.S. with maxi-
mum output of 120 kW (which can only be used to 
charge Tesla EVs). As of April 2016, a total of 3,652 of 
these Superchargers had been installed at 617 locations 
around the world(36). Audi AG announced that it has de-
veloped a fast charger exceeding that of Tesla at 150 
kW(37), and Porsche AG has also announced an 800 V fast 
charger called Porsche Turbo Charging(38) (Fig. 6), exem-
plifying the increasing move toward high-output char-
gers. The media has also been reporting that leading 
global companies from other industries, such as Apple, 
Google, and Dyson, are working to develop EVs(39)‒(41), 
drawing attention to the choice of charging methods 
these companies will make.
2. 4. 4. New technologies
The Toyohashi University of Technology and the 

Taisei Corporation are studying a tire-based electric 
power collection method as a unique technology in the 
area of non-contact electric power supply to further the 
development of EVs (Fig. 7). This technology seeks to 
utilize the electrostatic capacity between the vehicle’s 
wheels, as well as that between conductor plates beneath 
the road surface and the steel belts within the tires, as a 
high-frequency circuit(42). Successful implementation of 
this technology would eliminate the need to equip EVs 
with expensive and heavy batteries. The Toyohashi Uni-
versity of Technology and other institutions are now 
tackling issues such as how to improve the basic perfor-
mance of electrified roads, reduce the costs, improve 
safety, and develop universal standards. They are carry-
ing out demonstration testing of this technology on ex-
pressways and are also aiming to apply this technology 
to indoor transportation systems for eventual commer-
cialization.
2. 5. Trends in standardization
ISO/TC22 (Road vehicles)/SC37 (Electrically-propelled 

vehicles)/WG1 (Safety) is now deliberating potential revi-
sions to ISO 6469-1 (Safety specifications for the on-board 
rechargeable energy storage system (RESS)), ISO 6469-2 

(Vehicle operational safety means and protection against 
failures), and ISO 6469-3 (Protection of persons against 
electric shock). The majority of the content of ISO 12405-
3 (Safety performance requirements for lithium-ion bat-
tery packs) is scheduled to be integrated into ISO 6469-1 
as special notes and instructions during this round of re-
visions. In addition, ISO 6469-4 (Post-crash electrical safe-
ty) was formally issued as an IS in September of 2015.

3 Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles　 

3. 1. Introduction
As a renewable energy source that can be made from 

a variety of different substances, hydrogen is seen as one 
effective means of addressing the threat of global warm-
ing. On April 11, 2014, the Japanese Cabinet approved 
the Fourth Strategic Energy Plan, which assigned hydro-
gen a critical position in the section on the future of 
second ary energy structures such as hydrogen that con-
tribute to a stable supply and global warming counter-
measures(43). Fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), which use hydro-
gen as fuel, do not emit any CO2 while driven, and there 
are calls to increase the adoption of these vehicles as 
next-generation vehicles that will lead to reducing green-
house gas emissions.
FCVs began to be leased to government agencies in 

Japan in December 2002. Since then, their cruising range 
has been extended by increasing the hydrogen storage 
pressure from 35 MPa to 70 MPa, and improvements in 
warm-up performance have enabled them vehicles to 
start in sub-zero temperatures, giving FCVs about the 
same level of convenience as gasoline engine vehicles. At 
present, the Mirai from Toyota Motor Corporation and 
the Clarity Fuel Cell from Honda Motor Company have 
been sold in Japan since 2014.
On March 22, 2016, METI released a revised version 

of its strategic Road Map for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells(44), 
which sets targets for the dissemination and adoption of 
FCVs in Japan of about 40,000 vehicles by 2020, about 
200,000 vehicles by 2025, and about 800,000 vehicles by 
2030.
3. 2. Trends in Research and Development
3. 2. 1. Trends in FCV research and development
Japan continues to lead the world in FCV research, 

and Japanese automobile manufacturers are actively de-
veloping these vehicles with commercialization in mind. 
On December 15, 2014 Toyota released the Mirai, the 
world’s first mass-produced FCV. The fuel cell stack in 
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the Mirai has a maximum output of 114 kW (155 PS), the 
maximum output of the motor is 113 kW (154 PS), the 
vehicle weighs 1,850 kg, and the maximum speed is 175 
km/h. The on-board pressurized tank that holds the hy-
drogen fuel has a nominal working pressure of 70 MPa 
and a total volume of 122.4 L (60 L in the front and 62.4 
L in the rear). Hydrogen refueling requires about three 
minutes, and the vehicle has a cruising range of approxi-
mately 650 km (in JC08 mode), which is a level of practi-
cal performance comparable to that of a gasoline engine 
vehicle(45).
Following the FCV from Toyota, Honda released its 

new model FCV, the Clarity Fuel Cell, on March 10, 2016. 
Fig. 8 shows this vehicle, which was reportedly devel-
oped with the following concepts in mind.
(a) Environmentally-friendly
(b) Seats 5 adults with a spacious interior
(c) Expanded driving range per refueling
(d) Practicality as same as a gasoline engine vehicle
(e) Sufficiently appealing as an automobile
From a technical standpoint the fuel cell powertrain of 

the Clarity has been downsized and is contained entirely 
under the hood, making it the first sedan-type FCV in 
the world with room for five adult passengers. Other de-
sign innovations led to a 1.5 times increase in per cell 
power generation performance, allowing a reduction of 
about 30% in the number of fuel cells, which were also 
made about 20% thinner. In addition, the adoption of a 70 
MPa hydrogen fuel tank, a more efficient powertrain, and 
a reduction in the amount of energy required for driving 
all contributed to a driving range of approximately 750 
km (in JC08 mode)(46). Table 3 shows the main specifica-
tions of the Clarity Fuel Cell vehicle.
Honda also released the Power Exporter 9000 portable 

external electric power supplier at the same time as the 
Clarity Fuel Cell. This device was developed by taking 
full advantage of the many years of experience that Hon-
da has amassed in the development of inverter genera-
tors, and it can provide electrical power to an average 
household for approximately seven days when combined 
with the Clarity FCV. This device makes it possible for 
the electricity generated by the vehicle to be provided to 
the community in a disaster or other emergency(46). Fig. 9 
shows the external appearance of the Power Exporter 
9000, while Table 4 shows its main specifications.
The Power Exporter 9000 is an external electric pow-

er supplier that can be connected easily to a FCV, take 

electricity from the vehicle’s CHAdeMO port, and pro-
vide a maximum output of 9 kVA. The device is ex-
tremely versatile due to the fact that it conforms to the 
Charging and discharging system guidelines for electric 
vehicles, version V2L DC. It can be used for outdoor ap-
plications and as an emergency power source in the 
event of a natural disaster. In addition, it can provide a 
stable supply of alternating current with clear wave-
forms, and the electricity it provides was also confirmed 
to power medical devices without issues.
3. 2. 2.  Trends in establishing hydrogen refueling 

station infrastructure
The Fuel Cell Commercialization Conference of Japan 

(FCCJ) aims to realize the steady development of hydro-
gen fueling stations and the full-scale adoption and popu-
larization of FCVs in the future. To this end, they have 
drawn up a new FCV popularization scenario from a 
long-term point of view based on FCV-specific infrastruc-
ture constraints and other issues(47).
One of the targets set by the Japanese government to 

help realize a sustainable society in the future is to re-
duce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 
the year 2050. In an effort to contribute to this goal, the 
scenario drawn up by the FCCJ sets its own targets of 
disseminating 3 million FCVs by 2040, and then 8 million 
by 2050. A very ambitious scenario with high expecta-
tions for significant technological progress in this area 
was also drawn up in an effort to show the requirements 
for even earlier attainment of a sustainable society.
Hydrogen stations are absolutely essential if FCVs are 

going to grow in popularity, so more of these stations 
must be established in advance to expand the areas 
where FCVs can be introduced. Consequently, various 
initiatives are now being promoted to significantly re-
duce the construction costs, operating costs, and hydro-
gen procurement costs associated with such stations. 
The aim is to establish hydrogen stations with self-sus-
taining operations that average a capacity utilization of 
around 900 FCV per station by the latter half of the 
2020s.
Of course, if the goals and targets of this scenario are 

to be realized, then private companies must proactively 
tackle the challenges of reducing the cost of FCVs and 
helping the hydrogen station businesses become self-reli-
ant. However, to overcome structural issues such as es-
tablishing hydrogen stations in advance, which would be 
difficult for private companies to solve on their own, it is 
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essential for partnerships between public and private en-
tities to strengthen and continuously implement various 
initiatives such as promotional policies, technological de-
velopment, and regulatory reviews.
The number of commercial hydrogen stations in Japan 

is currently increasing steadily. According to a survey 
by the Japanese Association of Hydrogen Supply and 
Utilization Technology (HySUT) dated March 31, 2016, 
hydrogen fueling stations are operating in 81 locations. 
By region, there are 37 stations in the Tokyo area, 20 in 
Nagoya, 13 in Osaka, and 11 in Kitakyushu. By type, 40 
are off -site stations, 14 are on-site stations, and 27 are mo-
bile stations.
HySUT has also drawn up and published the following 

guidelines that are mainly concerned with the operation 
of commercial hydrogen stations(48).
・ Filling performance confi rmation guidelines (latest 

version enacted: March 18, 2016)
・ Operational guidelines for hydrogen quality control 
(latest version enacted: March 16, 2016)

・ Operational guidelines for hydrogen weighing con-
trol (latest version enacted: March 18, 2016)

The 81 hydrogen stations described previously comply 
with all of the guidelines listed above, and as such they 
are spearheading the establishment of a functioning hy-
drogen fueling infrastructure for the world. Japan has 
led the world in being the fi rst to fully enter the FCV 
market, and the high level of infrastructure that has 
been developed will serve as a strong engine to propel 
them toward providing a real sense that the FCCJ sce-
nario will be achieved.
3. 3. Trends in standardization
At the present time the development of international 

standards for FCVs is being handled by ISO/TC22(Road 
vehicles)/SC21 (Electrically-propelled vehicles) and ISO/
TC197 (Hydrogen technologies). As a result of the delib-
erations in these committees, issues such as FCV safety, 
the fuel tanks equipped on FCVs, hydrogen fueling sta-
tion safety, and hydrogen fuel specifi cations are all being 
actively discussed at the international level in accordance 
with the deliberation phase of the ISO.
ISO 6469-4 (Post-crash electrical safety) was formally 

issued in September of 2015 by ISO/TC22/SC21 as evi-

Table 3  Main Specifi cations of the Honda CLARITY FUEL CELL（46）

Passenger capacity 5 people

Powertrain

Motor

Max. output 130 kW/4 501─9 028 rpm（Max. speed: 13 000 rpm）

Max. torque 300 N・m/0─3 500 rpm

Type AC synchronous motor

Fuel cell stack
Max. output 103 kW

Type Solid polymer electrolyte

Battery for drive power Type Lithium-ion

Fuel tank

Type Compressed hydrogen

Tank volume 141 L (Front 24 L / Rear 117 L)

Nominal working pressure 70 MPa

Dimensions (length× width× height) 4 915 mm× 1 875 mm× 1 480 mm

Vehicle weight 1 890 kg

Table 4  Main Specifi cations of the Honda Power Exporter 9000（46）

Rated output
Output voltage / frequency
Power conversion system
Weight
Length× width× height
Output terminals
Applicable standards
Japanese manufacturer’s suggested retail price (reference)

9 kVA
AC 100・200 V(single-phase three-wire)/50，60 Hz(switchable)
Inverter system
50.8 kg
755 mm×387 mm×438 mm
121 / 100 V× 6 outlets / 200 V× 1 outlet
Charging and discharging system guidelines for electric vehicles, version V2 L DC
1.18 million yen (includes consumption tax)

Fig. 9  Honda Power Exporter 9000（46）
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dence of its recent moves to issue IS and its preparations 
to issue others in the near future.
ISO/TC197 is continuing to deliberate on ISO 19880-1 

(General regulations for gaseous hydrogen fueling sta-
tions) with an aim to issue this standard sometime in 
2017. In the course of these deliberations on the hydro-
gen station regulations, the necessity of a standard for 
hydrogen quality control was also discussed. Consequent-
ly, new deliberations have begun on this issue (ISO 
19880-8) with Japan serving as the host and committee 
chair. The aim is to issue this standard sometime in 2016. 
On the other hand, work to revise the hydrogen fuel 
quality standards is being promoted on the assumption 
that the era of mass dissemination of FCVs is quickly ap-
proaching and so the committees are aiming to issue the 
hydrogen fuel product specifications (ISO 14687) in 2018. 
They are also aiming to issue the standards for gaseous 
hydrogen land vehicle refueling connection devices (ISO 
17268) sometime in 2016 and so amendments are now be-
ing deliberated on. This series of international standards 
concerning hydrogen technologies are planned to be cit-
ed in upcoming European legislation as the market for 
hydrogen fuel in Europe develops and so they are being 
regarded as critically important.
The deliberations also continue on ISO 19881 (Gaseous 

hydrogen: Land vehicle fuel tanks) and ISO 19882 (Ther-
mally activated pressure relief devices for hydrogen fuel 
tanks). These deliberations have entered the final stages 
and these standards should be issued sometime in 2016.
3. 4. Summary
In 2014 Toyota began selling an FCV. The spread and 

popularization of FCVs is being promoted by the Japa-

nese government and local agencies through subsidies to 
help consumers purchase these vehicles. However, this 
subsidy system and the promotion policies have a time 
limit and will not continue for long. Therefore, reducing 
the use of expensive materials in the fuel cell stack and 
high-pressure hydrogen storage tanks, as well as improv-
ing durability will continue to be issues that need to be 
addressed to help bring down the cost of FCVs. It is also 
essential to enhance the hydrogen fuel infrastructure to 
help FCVs to become widely accepted by consumers. It 
is expected that the number of hydrogen fuel stations 
will continue to increase as Japan moves toward the full-
fledge acceptance and adoption of FCVs.

4 Electric Power　 

4. 1. Introduction
The electrification of vehicles is continuing to advance 

both to reduce CO_2 emissions and to improve power 
performance. As this electrification advances, electric 
motors and batteries are being installed on vehicles in 
various different categories, and motors and batteries 
with the most suitable output characteristics for their re-
spective applications and performance are being adopted. 
This section introduces the main 2015 trends in electric 
motors.
4. 2. Electric motors
Table 5 lists the main electric motors used to provide 

drive power installed in new Japanese passenger vehi-
cles, as well as vehicles imported by members of the Ja-
pan Automobile Importers Association, sold in Japan be-
tween January and December 2015. Regardless of 
whether they are for HVs or EVs, many models have 

Table 5  Main motors installed in electric-powered passenger vehicles.（1）

Name of company Model Type＊ Max. output [kW] Torque（Nm/min－1） System Main target vehicles

Toyota Motor Corporation

2 LM PM 45/ ─ 169/ ─ HEV Sienta

1 NM PM 53/ ─ 163/ ─ HEV Prius (front)

1 MM IM 5.3/ ─ 55/ ─ HEV Prius (rear)

6 JM PM 123/ ─ 335/ ─ HEV RX450h<Front>

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. RM31 PM 30/ ─ 160/ ─ HEV X-Trail Hybrid

Suzuki Motor Corporation WA05A IM 2.3/1 000 50/100 Mild HEV Solio

Mercedes-Benz Japan
EM0011 PM 60/ ─ 340/ ─ HEV C350e

EM0007 PM 20/ ─ 250/ ─ HEV S300h

Porsche Japan Unknown PM 70/2 200～2 600 310/1 700 HEV Cayenne, Panamera

BMW Japan P250 PM 93/3 800 250/0 ～ 3 700 HEV i8

Volkswagen Group Japan EAH PM 80/ ─ 330/ ─ EV GOLFGTE，A3e-TRON

Tesla Motors
Unknown IM 193/ ─ 330/ ─ EV modelS<Front>

Unknown IM 375/ ─ 330/ ─ EV modelS<Rear>

＊ PM：AC synchronous motor　IM：AC synchronous motor
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AC synchronous motors that use permanent magnets. 
The output of these motors is about 2 kW for those used 
in mild hybrid, and ranges from 20 to 120 kW for those 
used in HEVs that run as EVs. In motors for electric ve-
hicles, the range is about 80 to 375 kW. The speed of the 
motors at maximum output is often left out of the specifi-
cations list and remains unclear. The four-wheel drive 
Prius launched in 2015 uses an induction motor as the 
motor installed in the rear the vehicle. This choice was 
likely made to reduce core loss since the rear motor idles 
during cruising.
The main electric motors used to provide drive power 

in commercial HEVs sold in 2015 are listed in Table 6. In 
commercial HEVs primarily run on the engine, where 
motors that use a parallel system to provide assistance 
during starts and acceleration, or perform regenerative 
braking are common, the motors are relatively small rel-
ative to the weight of the vehicle, with an output of 
about 40 kW in trucks. The motors used in large buses 
have an output of approximately 90 kW.
Recent research trends have been actively focusing on 

efficient magnet arrangements that reduce the need for 
rare earth, switched reluctance motors, motors move 
away from the use of rare earth, and other development 
aimed at moving away from the use of rare earth. At the 
same time, other new technological developments, such 
as using an electronic device to switch between the two 
different winding wires used, respectively, for low-speed 
and high-speed rotation are being pursued in conjunction 
with efforts to reduce size and weight by increasing rota-
tion speed.
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